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THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION,

Having regard to the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union,


Whereas:

(1) Article 4(1) of Regulation (EC) No 1901/2006 requires that the Commission appoints representatives of health professionals and patient associations to the European Medicines Agency Paediatric Committee.

(2) Pursuant to Article 4(2) of Regulation (EC) No 1901/2006, the members and alternates of the Committee are appointed for a period of three years. The term of office of the members and alternates appointed in 2017 expires on 31 July 2020.

(3) In accordance with Article 4(1) of Regulation (EC) No 1901/2006, a public call for expression of interest has been undertaken by the Commission. The European Parliament has been consulted on the result of the evaluation of the applications received in the framework of this call for expression of interest.

(4) Where a member or alternate representing health professionals appointed by this decision is no longer capable of contributing efficiently to the work of the Committee, or resigns, the Commission may replace this member or alternate from the reserve list, for the remaining duration of the mandate.

HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS:

Article 1

The following are hereby appointed members and alternates of the Paediatric Committee to represent health professionals for a term of three years from 1 August 2020.

– Member: FRUEHWALD, Michael,
– Alternate: TAMINIAU, Johannes,
– Member: CABAÑAS, Fernando,
– Alternate: PLESCA, Doina Anca,
– Member: ROCCHI, Francesca,
– Alternate: CORNU, Catherine.

Article 2
The following are hereby appointed members and alternates of the Paediatric Committee to represent the patients’ organisations for a term of three years from 1 August 2020.
– Member: STERBA, Jaroslav,
– Alternate: STEVANOVIC, Milena,
– Member: ATHANASIOU, Dimitrios,
– Alternate: GRYBEK, Tomasz,
– Member: CLAUS, Katrin,
– Alternate: KRIAUZAITE, Nora.

Article 3
The following are hereby placed on a reserve list for health professionals representatives in alphabetical order:
– MALAGON, Ignacio,
– MIDULLA, Fabio,
– PURA, Gabriela.
– RIES, Marcus.

Article 4
The following are hereby placed on a reserve list for patients’ organisations representatives in alphabetical order:
– ODERMARSKY, Michal,

Done at Brussels, 19.8.2020

For the Commission,
Stella KYRIAKIDES
Member of the Commission